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wonderland
Embracing the crossover between cable wakeboarding and wake-style 

kiteboarding, the Wind or No Wind board jam breaks new ground, 
          guaranteeing endless water time at a tropical board-sports utopia.

Photography by Bill Doster

rom wake-style heavyweights to amateur kiters, more 
than 30 competitors came together for a revolution: the 
Wind or No Wind board jam, the world’s first kiteboard-
ing and cable wakeboarding crossover event. Set in the  

Philippines at the CamSur Watersports Complex on Dec. 3 
through 12, the groundbreaking format promised kiting when 
the wind was up and cable riding when there was no wind. It 
more than delivered.

In just 10 days, the group collectively rode hundreds of hours 
and slayed tons of obstacles while logging laps at the world’s pre-
mier cable park, kiteboarding in its boat lake and riding a portable 

two-tower cable setup at a nearby beach. 
Located on Luzon — the largest of the 7,107 islands compris-

ing the Philippines — CWC is a board-rider’s paradise. Featuring a 
six-tower full-size cableway — complete with 13 of the world’s 
most progressive obstacles — CWC also has a boat lake (which 
can be kited), a world-class skate park and a “winch” park con-
taining several two-tower System 2.0 cable setups strung across 
multilevel pools. The wake-style wonderland not only resulted in 
ungodly amounts of riding time, but it also produced exception-
ally bright smiles and an atmosphere of evolution that sparked 
quantum leaps of progression.

Story By Brian Wheeler
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Sam Light 
“The setup was 

perfect for bringing 
everybody’s skills 

together in a water-
sports paradise. We 

could hone our skills 
at the best training 
ground in the world 

on the cable, boat 
or two-tower cable 

park. Then, if the wind 
picked up, we put all 

our new tricks into 
practice.”

Susi Mai
“When I first heard 

about the Wind or No 
Wind event and that 

it was a crossover 
between wakeboard-
ing and kiteboarding, 

I was like ‘Finally! Why 
the hell hasn’t anyone 

done that before?’” 

Andre Phillip 
“Normally when I 

go to kiteboarding 
events, you have 

some days without 
wind and end up 

hanging out at the 
beach all day — just 

sitting around waiting 
for wind. With Wind 

or No Wind, you’ll 
always be out riding 

something.”

Aaron Hadlow
“With the CWC setup 
we were guaranteed 

riding every day, 
which is pretty rare in  

our sport.”

Jamie Barrow
“Wind or No Wind is a 

dream come true; ride 
the best cable park in 
the world, ride behind 
a sick wake boat and 

hit rails on a kite. I 
couldn’t ask for more.” 

CALIFORNIA
1. Manna Wake
Fresno, two-tower
mannawake.com

2. Redding  
Wakeboard and  
Ski Park
Redding, two-tower
reddingwakeboard 
andskipark.com

3. San Diego Cable 
Board Park 
San Diego, full-size 
santeelakescable 
boardpark.com
(OPENING 2011)

North AmericA’s cAble PArks

4. Big Bear Lake  
Cable Wake Park
Big Bear Lake, 
two-tower
designated 
wakesports.com

5. Big Bear Cable 
Sports Park
Big Bear Lake,  
two-tower
bigbearcable 
sportspark.com

FLORIDA
6. McCormick’s
Tampa, full-size
skimccormick.com

7. Orlando Water-
sports Complex
Orlando, full-size and 
two-tower
orlandowatersports 
.com

8. Revolution
North Fort Myers, 
full-size
revolutioncable.com

9. Ski Rixen
Deerfield Beach, 
full-size
skirixenusa.com

10. The Projects

Bithlo/Orlando, 
two-tower
theprojectscamp.com

GEORGIA
11. Mountain Wake
Hiawassee,  
two-tower
yhwatersports.com
(OPENING 2011)

KANSAS
12. KC Watersports
Paola/Kansas City, 
full-size
kcwatersports.com

LOUISIANA

13. Third Coast 
Cables
Lafayette, two-tower
thirdcoastcables.com

MICHIGAN
14. Placid Wake Park
Allendale, two-tower
placidwakepark.com

MINNESOTA
15. 10,000 Wakes
New Germany,  
two-tower
10kwakes.com

NEVADA
16. Western Oasis 

Wakeplace
Minden/Carson City, 
full-size and two-
tower
wowwakeplace.com
(FULL-SIZE OPENING 
SPRING 2011)

NORTH CAROLINA
17. Fort Bragg Cable 
Park
Fort Bragg, full-size 
(OPENING 2011)

OHIO
18. Wake Nation 
Cincinnati
Cincinnati, full-size 

“I don’t think there is a big 
difference between wake-
style kiting and riding the 
cable. Probably the only real 
difference is that on a cable 
you’re stuck going around in 
a circle, whereas as kiters, 
we have the freedom of go-
ing anywhere we want to.” 
— Andre “Dre” Phillip

the event the crossover

James Boulding
“Cable is a perfect 
training ground for 
honing your skills.”

Susi Mai 
“Because cable riding 
is so consistent, you 
can really work on 
learning one thing at 
a time. Whereas in 
kiting, you’re always 
a slave to the condi-
tions. If I had a cable 
park where I live, I 
would be there all the 
time.”

Greg Norman Jr.
“The great thing 
about cable wake-
boarding is that it’s 
the same pull, same 
height [as kiteboard-
ing]. So when there’s 
no wind, you just 
come to the cable 
park to work the 
kickers, rails, boxes 
and do air tricks — it 
all translated back to 
the kite.”

Jason Slezak
“I think the big-
gest advantage of 
riding the features 
at a cable park for 
kiteboarders is the 
consistency. You get 
consistent hits over 
and over again — and 
progress so much 
faster than usual.”“By the end of the trip 

we had logged three 
days kiting, a few side 
trips to amazing loca-
tions and I can’t even 
count the number of 
laps we did on the cable. 
It was one of the most 
amazing trips I’ve ever 
been on.”
— Brandon Scheid
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and two-tower
wakenation.com

OKLAHOMA
19. Mawi 151 Cable 
Wakeboard Park
Guthrie/Oklahoma 
City, full-size
mawiwake.com

TEXAS
20. Camp Wake
Riverside, two-tower
campwake.com

21. Cowtown 
Wakepark
Fort Worth, full-size 

and two-tower
cowtownwakepark 
.com 
(OPENING IN THE 
SPRING 2011)

22. Dallas Water-
sports Complex
Dallas, full-size and 
two-tower
dallaswatersports 
complex.com 
(TENTaTIvEly OPEN-
ING SUMMER 2011)

23. M2 Sports
Houston, full-size and 
two-tower

m2sports.com
(FULL-SIZE CABLE IS 
NOW UNDER  
CONSTRUCTION)

24. Oasis of the 
Woodlands
Woodlands/Houston, 
full-size and two-
tower
oasiswoodlands.com 
(OPENING SUMMER 
2011)

25. Privately Owned
NOT OPEN TO THE 
GENERAL PUBLIC 
Fort Worth, two-tower

26. Texas  
MasterCraft
Fort Worth, two-tower
texasmastercraft 
.com

27. Texas Ski Ranch
New Braunfels, full-
size and two-tower
texasskiranch.com

28. Wake Nation 
Houston
Pearland/Houston, 
full-size and two-
tower
wakenation.com
(OPENING SPRING

29. WakeSport Ranch
Cresson/Fort Worth, 
full-size and two-
tower 
wakesportranch.com

CANADA
30. Beach Club
Montreal, Quebec, 
full-size
beachclub.com

31. Boarder Pass
Sarnia, Ontario, two-
tower
519-328-3070

32. Pop Wake School

Saint-Zotique,  
Quebec, two-tower
popwake.com

33. Scotia Sessions 
Wakeboard Park 
Nile Mile River, Nova 
Scotia, two-tower
Facebook Group: 
Scotia Sessions 
Wakeboard Park

34. Adrenaline  
Adventures
Winnipeg, Manitoba; 
full-size
adrenalinemb.com
(OPENING JUNE 2011)

Aaron Hadlow
“I crashed a trick on 
the corner of the 
cable and saw the 
wind was up, so I 
walked over to the 
boat lake, pumped up 
my kite and jumped 
out for a session, 
hitting rails and doing 
some air tricks. It was 
quite gusty and hard, 
but considering CWC 
is landlocked, it was 
pretty cool to be able 
to kite there.”

Ruben Lenten
 “Hitting all the dif-
ferent rails at CWC 
has been amazing. 
Nowhere in the world 
do you have this type 

of setup. You’ve got 
so much to do; it’s a 
massive playground.”

Susi Mai
“The whole CWC 
setup is incredible. 
You come out of your 
cabana in the morn-
ing, have an amazing 
breakfast, ride your 
heart out and then 
if you’re feeling a bit 
sore, wander over to 
get an hour-long mas-
sage for $7.”

Davey Blair
“CWC is literally a 
dream come true. I’ll 
probably come back 
here annually for the 
rest of my life. And 

CWC’s skate park is 
world-class. It just 
flows; the possibili-
ties are endless.”

Brandon Scheid
“My favorite features 
at CWC are the Skull 
Candy step-up/step-
down rail and the  
Republic step-up 
rail. It’s such a good 
feeling to just lift 
your legs up [when 
transferring up] and 
the rail comes under-
neath you and you 
just ride back down. 

Greg Norman
“The System 2.0 
setup with the down 
rails is unreal!”

“CWC is very innovative, 
the cable is really high 
and really tight, with 
original rails and kickers. 
It’s one of the best parks 
I’ve ever ridden. And the 
System 2.0 setup with 
the downrails is unreal!”
- Greg Norman Jr.

Andre Phillip
“It’s nice being at an 
event where there are 
so many high-profile 
riders in one place 
— where everybody 
feeds of one another 
and pushes each 
other hard to learn 
new stuff.”

Brandon Scheid
“Whether it was 
taking laps [at night] 
under the lights, dou-
bles runs with your 
bros or shredding one 
of the only down rails 
in wakeboarding, you 
could feel the excite-
ment in the air.”

Aaron Hadlow
“Every time you’d go 
around the cable, 
you’d see something 
new from somebody 
else, and you’d want 
to step it up as well.”

Sam Light
“It was so cool to 
bring almost two 
generations of riders 
together — guys like 
the Autofocus crew 
and the up-and-
coming riders with 
the Jedi knight skills 
to push wake-style 
kiteboarding where 
it’s never gone before. 
The week was a total 
breakthrough.”

North AmericA’s cAble PArks

the place

atmosphere

“It doesn’t feel like a con-
test. It feels like a bunch of 
people hanging out, pushing 
each other’s riding, having a 
good time.” — Jason Stone
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Moe Goold
“Riding the cable has 
improved my kiting, 
for sure. I was having 
a hard time kiting 
on rails switch, so 
while riding the cable 
I focused on riding, 
jumping and pressing. 
It helped me a lot. I 
can’t wait to get out 
there and hit more 
rails switch now.”

Ruben Lenten
“Overall, everybody 
stepped up their level 

Susi Mai
“I think what everyone 
is hoping for is that 
kiteboarding will start 
being more recog-
nized by wakeboard-
ing. Hopefully this 
event will help put 
kiteboarding on the 
map a little bit more.”

Ruben Lenten
“Cable parks have 
a role in shaping 
kiteboarding’s future. 
Cable definitely helps 
kiteboarders work 
on their style, power, 
execution, etc. Over 
the next few years, 
I think kiteboarding 
is going to gain a lot 
more knowledge and 
respect from other 
board sports.” 

Jason Slezak
“The effects of Wind 
or No Wind are going 
to carry over into 
other events and 
really push the sport, 
raising the level of 
riding in that positive, 
wake-style and  
obstacle-riding direc-
tion we all believe in.”

on the cable, and 
that’s going to help 
with their technical 
skills with kiteboard-
ing as well. Slingshot 
pro wakeboarder 
Mike Ennen showed 
us some things and 
makes everything 
look so easy, which 
is super inspiring 
for us.” 

Greg Norman Jr.
“From the night I got 
here to the last day, 
I’ve been next-level 
stoked. To have ev-
eryone here riding this 
cable, the two towers, 
the boat lake and 
kiting, it’s been unreal 
— smiling ear-to-ear 
the whole time.”

Brandon Scheid
“The Wind or No Wind 
jam is not only going 
to help bring more  
legitimate riding 
to the sport of 
kiteboarding, but it’s 
going to better the 
sport as well.”

Aaron Hadlow
“The amount of 
progression I’ve 
seen from this core 
group of riders dur-
ing the event has 
been insane. I think 
kiteboarding on rails 
and wake-style kiting 
in general has gone to 
another level.”

James Boulding 
“Hopefully everyone 
who’s been to the 
Wind or No Wind 
event will take back a 
little something into 
the kiting world and 
pass it on.”

Jason Slezak
“Riding at CWC has 
opened up our eyes 
for what [obstacles] 
we want to build 
in Hatteras [North 
Carolina] for the 2011 
Triple-S [surf, slicks 
and sliders] event.”

Mike Ennen 
(pro wakeboarder)
“It was pretty epic 
riding the 2.0 with 
the crew. Kids were 
running around who 
had probably never 
seen wakeboarding 
before. I had a blast 
hitting rails. All the 
boys shredded, and 
they taught me an air 
trick or two, so that 
was pretty cool.”

“For the industry, Wind Or No 
Wind is going to open doors for 
so many possibilities. I’m really 

excited about it. That’s what 
I dreamed of — extending our 

industry.” — Mauricio Abreu

“Wind Or No Wind is really 
progressing the wake-
style side of the sport.”  
— Aaron Hadlow 

“[Some of us] live in Hatteras where 
we have a rail park, so we get to ride 
more rails than most people. But it’s 
still not like a cable park. In just five 

days of riding cable at CWC, I hit more 
obstacles than I have in the past five 

years of kiting.” — Brandon Scheid

the impact the future


